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Abstract 

 

Areas ranging from nuclear structure models to accelerator-driven systems benefit from 

improved neutron-induced fission data in the intermediate energy region. In this Master’s 

degree thesis, the fragment angular distribution from fission of 238U, induced by 21-MeV 

neutrons, has been analysed from an experiment performed with the Medley/DIFFICILE 

setup at the The Svedberg Laboratory in Uppsala. The data have been corrected for low 

energy neutrons in the beam. The results agree with other experiments, as well as with model 

calculations. The data should be a starting point for further analysis with a goal to deduce the 

fission cross-section of 238U. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Neutron-induced fission is fairly well explored in the energy range below 20 MeV. Cross-

sections, fission fragment mass distributions and fission fragment angular distributions 

(FFAD) are measured for a variety of target nuclides and can be found in nuclear data 

libraries. For fission induced by neutrons of higher energy, these properties are not so well 

studied. The satisfactory situation with low-energy data and the lack of data above 20 MeV is 

a natural consequence of fission utilization until present time, in weapons and in reactors 

using low-energy neutrons. The interest in accelerator-driven systems (ADS) [1] for nuclear 

waste transmutation and energy production, as well as the use of the 238U(n,f) reaction in 

neutron beam monitoring [2], and implications on fission theory are reasons for exploring 

these properties in the intermediate energy region (20-200 MeV).  

 

1.1 ADS for waste transmutation and energy production 
 

Transmutation is the conversion of one chemical element into another. In this sense, most of 

nuclear reactions lead to transmutation. An example is the first detected nuclear reaction 

HONHe 1
1

17
8

14
7

4
2 +→+ , studied in 1919 by Rutherford. Seaborg later used an accelerator for 

transmutation when he produced the first man-made plutonium in 1941 [3].  

 

The thought of transmuting the long-lived radioactive nuclides in the waste from nuclear 

power plants is probably as old as the first plant. Spent fuel from nuclear power plants 

contains hundreds of different radioactive and stable nuclides. The dominating nuclide is 
238U, which has low radioactivity and chemical toxicity and therefore does not pose 

significant dangers. Contrary to that, some fission products and especially transuranium 

elements (Np, Pu, Am, Cm) represent intensive and long-lived sources of radiation, and, in 

addition, many of them are chemically hazardous. They can be separated from the low-level 

waste and transmuted to stable, less dangerous, or short-lived nuclides using irradiation by 

intense neutron or charge-particle beams, which is followed by fission or spallation reactions. 

This would allow one to reduce the amount of high-level nuclear waste that needs to be 

stored in deep geological repositories and to shorten the storage time by at least a factor 100. 

In figures this means going from a storage time of more than 100 000 years to well below 

1000 years, for reduction of radio-toxicity to the level of natural uranium. First detailed 

design of an ADS for waste transmutation was performed by Bowman et al. at Los Alamos 
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National Laboratory [1]. Experiments have since then proven the feasibility of waste 

transmutation in the laboratory scale, and roadmaps have been outlined both in the USA and 

in Europe to coordinate research with the goal of developing a complete experimental ADS 

[3, 4].  

 

An ADS can also be used as an energy supply. Operation together with a fuel reprocessing 

plant would enable a fuel waste of only low radioactivity apart from losses in the 

reprocessing. In the reprocessing, short-lived and stable fission products would be separated 

for storage, while the rest of the fuel would be recycled for transmutation and complete burn-

out. The possibility to use natural uranium and thorium as fuels in ADS and the availability 

of these materials in the Earth’s crust would make the energy supply virtually unlimited [1].  

 

It is the operational principle of ADS that ensures its advantage over conventional nuclear 

reactors. In the latter ones, the chain reaction in the core is held at the critical rate with the 

aid of the fuel layout, the coolant and the control rods. These relatively slow control 

measures are functional for uranium fission, where a sufficient amount of delayed neutrons 

follows the fission process. The long-lived elements in the waste, however, are mostly Pu and 

the minor actinides (Np, Am and Cm). In this case, fission is accompanied by delayed 

neutrons to a lesser extent, and a critical core fuelled with these elements would have an 

unacceptably small safety margin. ADS evades this problem by using an undercritical core, 

that is given the desired fission reaction rate via the neutron flow from the spallation target in 

the centre of the core. The reaction can be shut down at any time by just turning off the 

proton accelerator coupled to the spallation target. A wider choice of fuel is also made 

possible by the external spallation neutron source as this allows for fertile, not just fissile, 

isotopes to be used.  

 

The main components of ADS are accelerator, target, core (or blanket), power system and 

fuel processing (see Fig. 1). All components, except the power system, require research 

advances prior to launch of an experimental facility. The accelerator will probably be of 

linear design, operating in the region of proton energies of 0.5-2 GeV and steady 20–125 mA 

currents. Lead, lead-bismuth alloys, uranium, and thorium are the most extensively studied 

spallation target materials. There are several ideas for core design and fuel composition, 

which also depend on the principal use of ADS, i.e., as a waste burner or as a long-term 

energy source. In the latter case, natural uranium and thorium are the fuel alternatives. They 
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are likely to be included in the fuel even in the waste burner use, in order to increase energy 

output or to lessen the current demand on the accelerator.  

 

Fission is the dominating nuclear reaction in uranium isotopes being irradiated by neutrons or 

protons of intermediate energy. Therefore, accurate uranium fission data are of interest for 

ADS modelling and design. 

 

1.2 Neutron beam monitoring 
 

Neutron-induced fission reactions of 235U, 238U and 209Bi are internationally recommended as 

standards for monitoring of high-energy neutron beams [2]. The 238U(n,f) reaction is most 

widely used due to the compromise between the magnitude of the cross-section, the 

insensitivity to low-energy neutrons, and the availability of the target material. Monitors 

based on the 238U(n,f) reaction are employed at many high-energy neutron facilities. 

Schuhmacher et al. [6] have reported the use of the 238U(n,f) reaction also for neutron 

spectrum measurements.  

 

The accuracy of these monitors is, however, somewhat in doubt as the current database for 

the 238U(n,f) cross-section [2] is based solely on the data of Lisowski et al [7]. These data 

stem from relative measurements of the 235U/238U (n,f) cross-section ratio and the 235U(n,f) 

Figure 1. ADS major components and principal flows [5] 
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cross-section that was measured relative to np-scattering by the same group. The results of 

the measurements have never been published in a refereed journal, and the analysis procedure 

has never been thoroughly described by the authors. Thus, improvement of the cross-section 

database for the 238U(n,f) reaction, as well as for the other standard reactions, remains an 

important issue. Measurements of neutron-fission data in a wide energy range using 

advanced detection techniques would help to establish a standard for both flux and energy 

spectrum monitors [6, 8].  

 

1.3 Fission theory 
 

Fission has been known for more than 60 years, but there is no theory yet that can predict 

properties of a previously untried fission reaction with the precision required for the 

applications. An example is the natW(p,f) cross-section predicted by LAHET-code that was 

found to be about 20 times lower than the experimental results of Duijvestijn et al. [9]. The 

reasons for this difficulty are many and of profound nature. For example, complete 

understanding is not achieved of either the structure of a nucleus or nuclear reaction 

mechanisms.  

 

When a particle strikes a nucleus, it can induce a number of reactions, and fission is one of 

them. Fission may, or may not, be preceded by formation of a compound nucleus, which 

receives a part or all linear momentum of the incident particle. Linear momentum transfer 

(LMT) causes a deviation of the folding angle between the fission fragments from 180° in the 

laboratory frame. Consequently, fragments are preferentially emitted in the forward 

hemisphere. Measuring the LMT gives additional benchmarking input for nuclear reaction 

models (see, e. g., [10]). One can use FFAD data to deduce the average longitudinal LMT. 

 

Halpern and Strutinski [11] have developed a statistical theory connecting FFAD with 

nuclear moment of inertia. The FFAD depends on the angular momentum I introduced by the 

projectile, and on the share of that momentum that is transferred to the orbital momentum 

between the fragments. The orbital momentum K is the projection of the angular momentum 

to the fragments separation axis. It can be shown that the average value of K2 is 

 

effJTK 2
2
0 = ,   (1) 
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where T is the nuclear temperature at the saddle point,  is the Planck’s constant, and Jeff is 

the effective moment of inertia of the deformed nucleus in its saddle-point shape: 

 

//

//

JJ
JJJ eff −

=
⊥

⊥ ,   (2) 

 

where J// and J⊥  are, the moment of inertia components parallel to, and perpendicular to, the 

symmetry axis of the nucleus, respectively. 

 

For a fixed angular momentum, I, and a given K0, the FFAD in the framework of the 

fissioning nucleus can be described by 
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where J0 is a zero-order Bessel function, N is a normalization constant and θ is the angle 

between the incident beam and the fragment direction. For small angular momentum,  

,1
4 2

2

<<
K
I  Eq. (3) can be simplified to  
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°
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Thus, measurements of FFAD can provide inputs for both nuclear structure and nuclear 

reaction models. 

 

1.4 Aim of this work 
 

Measurements of FFAD and cross-section of the 238U(n,f) reaction were performed in 2002-

2003 in the frame of the FIRANDET project (Fission Research with Advanced Detection 

Techniques) [12]. The experiment employed the quasi-monoenergetic neutron beam (see 

Sect. 2.1) and the Medley/DIFFICILE detection facility (see Sect. 2.2) at The Svedberg 

Laboratory (TSL). The peak neutron energy amounted to 20.9±1.5 MeV (in the run in week 
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0316, April 2003), 95.0±1.3 MeV (weeks 0213-0214, March-April 2002), and 173.8±1.6 

MeV (week 0245, November 2002). The goal of the present work is to analyse FFAD data 

taken in the 20.9 MeV experiment  in week 0316 (see Sect. 3).  

 

The major part of the data processing is similar for both the fission cross-section and the 

FFAD measurements. Moreover, processing of FFAD data should uncover many sources of 

systematic errors in the experiment. Thus, the present work is a first step in the way to 

accurate fission cross-section data. 

 



2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 

2.1. The neutron beam facility 
 

An overview of the neutron beam 

facility at TSL facility before upgrade 

in Autumn 2003 is presented in Fig. 2. 

A detailed description of the facility 

can be found in Ref. [13]. Protons 

from the cyclotron in the energy range 

20-180 MeV impinged on a 7Li target 

and produced neutrons through the 
7Li(p,n) reaction. After passing the 

target, the proton beam was deflected 

to the beam dump at the end of an 8-

meter long tunnel. A system of three 

collimators after the production target 

formed the neutron beam to suitable 

dimensions. The experimental setups wer

25-meter long neutron beam line.  

 

The neutron spectrum from the 7Li(p

reaction at 0° consists of a high-energy p

and a continuum of neutrons at lo

energies, see Fig. 3. About 40% of 

neutrons [14] lie within the full-energy p

with a width dependent on the thickness

the lithium target. A thicker target produ

a wider peak with a lower average ener

With the 60-µsr solid angle collimator, 

neutron beam had the intensity of 5*

neutrons/s/mm 7Li-target/µA of incid

proton beam. The beam spot diameter at 

entrance to the Blue Hall experimental a

 

 

 

 Figure 2. Overview of TSL neutron beam facility before
upgrade in Autumn 2003. The neutrons were produced in 
the 7Li target by protons coming from the left. After passing 
the target, the protons were deflected by bending magnets to 
the beam dump. The neutrons passed through the series of 
collimators and were available for experiments in the “Blue
Hall” experimental area 9 m downstream the neutron 
source.
 12
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Figure 3. Neutron energy spectrum from the 7Li(p,n)
reaction with 24.27 MeV proton energy and 3 mm 
thick lithium target. Data taken fom the evaluation 
by Mashnik et al. [14] included in the LA150 
library. The square peak is the true spectrum from a 
mono-energetic proton pulse. The dotted gaussian 
peak is a fit to resemble the spectrum obtained from 
a detector.
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was 7 cm [13]. A Faraday cup in the proton beam dump provided relative monitoring of the 

neutron beam intensity. In addition, absolute monitoring of the intensity was obtained from a 

fission detector in the beam. It was placed downstream of the vacuum-termination foil of the 

Medley chamber. The absolute uncertainty in the measured neutron flux was about 10 % [8]. 

 

2.2. The Medley/DIFFICILE setup 
 

Medley (Figs. 4 and 5) is an 

experimental setup for detection of 

charged particles created by 

neutrons. Up to three targets can be 

mounted in the centre of the 

chamber and changed without 

breaking the vacuum. In the 

standard configuration, the detector 

arrangement consists of eight three-

detector telescopes arranged in an 

evacuated scattering chamber on a 

table that can be rotated. The 

telescopes are seen from the target 

position at angles of 20, 40, 60, 80, 

100, 120, 140, and 160° relative to 

the beam direction. Each telescope 

consists of a thin Si detector (“Si1”, 

50-65 µm thick), a thick Si detector 

(“Si2”, 400-550 µm thick) and a CsI 

scintillation detector (~3 cm thick), see Appendix 1. A detailed description of the setup can 

be found in the paper of Dangtip et al. [16]. 

 

The fission configuration of Medley, called DIFFICILE (Differential Fission Cross-Sections 

in Medley), has the following differences from to the standard configuration: 

Figure 4. Schematic view of the Medley assembly [16]. The 
neutron beam impinges on the target from top left chamber 
entrance. The target angle relative to the beam (pictured as 
45°) is adjusted with the target holder without breaking the 
chamber vacuum. A cross-section view below the main 
figure shows placement of detectors in a fully equipped 
telescope. 
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• The studied target(s) contain(s) nuclides that can be fissioned by high-energy 

neutrons (e.g. 238U). α–particles from the natural decay of the target nuclei are 

registered in order to determine the effective solid angle of the fission detectors. Both 

fission fragments and α–particles 

from the natural decay are 

stopped in the Si1 detectors. 

• An additional CH2 target (or 

target backing) may be used for 

neutron monitoring via np 

scattering. The recoil protons are 

detected by telescopes situated at 

angles of 20° and 40°. Thus, Si2 

and CsI detectors are used only 

in the respective telescopes. 

• Electronics (see Appendix 2) is 

optimised by branching the signal 

from the Si1 detectors in the 20°- 

and 40°-telescopes and by choosing proper amplification in fission and recoil-proton 

branches. 

 

The data acquisition was done with the SVEDAQ system [18]. The electronics scheme can be 

found in Appendix 2. 

 

3 PRIMARY EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

The experimental data have been analysed using the PAW (Physics Analysis Workstation) 

package [19]. Prior to the analysis, the SVEDAQ data files were converted to HBOOK-

format using a FORTRAN code [20]. In this process, no cuts were applied to the data (see 

Appendix 3 for a record of the variables). 

 

A number of targets are available and the ones used in this experiment are listed in Table 1. 

Targets no. 03 and no. 05, mounted back-to-back, were used in the first part of the fission 

runs (see Appendix 4). Thick CH2 backings of the targets, not transparent for either fission 

 

Figure 5. A view of the Medley/DIFFICILE setup 
[16]. The chamber lid is raised and all eight telescopes 
are seen on the turntable. The neutron beam entrance 
is the opening in the chamber seen in the top right-
hand corner of the picture. 
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fragments or α–particles from the natural decay, provided monitoring of the neutron beam 

via np scattering. As the neutron monitoring is done at the same time and place as the 

induced fission events, this target layout is beneficial for cross-section measurements. In the 

second part of the fission runs, the target was single-sided, deposited on a 2-µm thick Mylar 

backing. Such a thin backing could be traversed by fission fragments as well as by α-

particles from the natural decay. Therefore, the target is called “transparent U”. The target 

was used only for FFAD measurements. The other targets (CH2 and C) were used for 

background measurements. 
 
Table 1. Targets used in the fission experiments during week 0316. 
 

Target  
No. 

Target 
material

Target 
diameter 

(mm) 

Target mass 
(mg) 

Target 
density 

(mg/cm2)

Backing 
material

Backing 
thickness 

(µm) 

Backing 
mass 
(mg) 

Transparent 
U 

natUF4 65.0±0.5 53.10±0.04* 1.60 
(1.5%)* 

Mylar 2 - 

03 natUF4 64.93±0.05 28.93±0.04* 0.874 
(0.2%)* 

CH2 87 268.80± 
0.06 

05 natUF4 64.93±0.05 25.69±0.04* 0.776 
(0.2%)* 

CH2 87 268.12±
0.06 

09 CH2 64.93±0.05 266.82±0.03 8.06 
(0.2%) 

- - - 

10 CH2 64.93±0.05 265.95±0.03 8.03 
(0.2%) 

- - - 

- C 64.93±0.05 613.42±0.05 18.53 
(0.2%) 

- - - 

- Al ring - -  - - - 
*For pure uranium 

 
The proton beam during the experiment had a measured energy of 24.27±0.04 MeV, and the 

lithium target used was 3-mm thick. The produced neutron beam had a 20.9±1.5 MeV 

average peak energy. The beam dump current varied slightly between runs but was around 

4.5 µA. 

 

 For reasons discussed in Sect. 4, the only information that needs to be extracted from the 

recorded data is the number of α-particles and fission fragments registered by each telescope. 

As the targets are not pure 238U but also contain 234U, the energy spectrum of α-particles 

contains two peaks with slightly different energies (see Figs. 6 and 7). In the integration of 

the α-particle spectrum, both peaks were included. The integration limits were adjusted for 

each set of runs and each detector separately. The background contribution coming from 
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neutron-induced interactions in the target was estimated and subtracted using a fit based on 

the spectrum shape near the α-peaks. A comparison of spectra from U + CH2 targets with the 

ones obtained with only CH2 targets has shown that background subtraction is not needed for 

the fission fragment counts. The lower limit of integration for fission fragments was chosen 

at the energy Ept + 3<σ>, where Ept is the punch-through energy for α-particles in the Si1-

detector for the respective telescope (see Table 2), and <σ> is the average uncertainty in the 

energy calibration obtained by Haag [21]. In this way, inclusion of α-particles in the number 

of fragments was avoided. 

  

Two sets of runs, 14 – 18 and 34 – 37, have previously been analysed by Haag [21], and her 

Figure 6. Distribution of energy deposited by particles in detector Si1, telescope 6, for runs 45 - 48. The peak 
in the lowest channels is the so-called "pedestal peak". The peak at around channel 200, comes from α-decay 
of 238U with a tail to higher energies coming from α-decay of 234U. The detected particles with an energy 
higher than approximately channel 350 are fission fragments. 

Figure 7. Energy spectrum in the region of α-decay from 238U and 234U, telescope 6, 
runs 45 – 48. The dotted line is the background fit and the vertical dotted lines 
indicate the particle integration limits. 
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results are included in Table 2. In the present work, data from runs 45 – 48 and runs 51 – 52 

have been added to the analysis. In these runs, it was only possible to analyse the data from 

the telescopes situated downstream the target. It has been concluded that the data from the 

four upstream telescopes are lost, because their α-particle counts are disturbed by the 

presence of target 03 still mounted in a target frame near the roof of the Medley chamber, and 

no way has been found to correct for this background effect. 
 
Table 2. The integrated number of α-particles and fission fragments from four sets of runs 
with 20.9 MeV neutron energy. 
 
Telescope 

no. 
Telescope 

angle 
( º ) 

gross 
α-count 

back-
ground 

Net number of
detected α-

particles 

fission lower 
integration limit 

(channel no.) 

Number of 
detected 
fission 

fragments 
Runs 14 – 18 

1 20 8227 896 7331 360 234 
2 40 20093 1775 18318 364 442 
3 60 19783 935 18848 365 401 
4 80 19279 694 18585 353 367 
5 100 16082 613 15469 332 326 
6 120 16414 444 15970 310 341 
7 140 14780 355 14425 366 358 
8 160 6367 232 6135 315 180 

 Runs 34 – 37 
8 20 7847 1303 6544 315 190 
7 40 16705 1326 15379 366 438 
6 60 18017 1149 16868 310 422 
5 80 18119 847 17272 332 389 
4 100 13794 487 13307 353 333 
3 120 14308 360 13948 365 333 
2 140 14279 429 13850 364 383 
1 160 5682 192 5490 360 174 

Runs 45 – 48 
8 20 13927 907 13020 315 444 
7 40 30758 1539 29219 366 827 
6 60 34105 1300 32805 310 852 
5 80 34515 1129 33386 332 758 

Runs 51 – 52 
1 20 6753 465 6288 360 154 
2 40 16594 800 15794 364 390 
3 60 16710 565 16145 365 299 
4 80 16991 563 16428 353 283 
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4 ANALYSIS 
 

4.1 Angular distribution of fission fragments 
 

The count rate of fission events induced by high-energy peak neutrons and registered by the 

i-th detector is 

 

( ) ( )i
f

n
Ai

if d
d

j
A

N
mn ϑ

σ
π

ϑ
Ω

Ω
=

2
    (5) 

 

where Ωi is the solid angle subtended by i-th detector, ϑ i is the observation angle, m is the 

mass of the studied nuclide in the target, NA is the Avogadro’s number, A is the atomic mass 

of the studied nuclide, jn is the peak neutron flux on the target, and 
Ωd

d fσ
 is the differential 

fission cross-section.  

 

The count rate of α-particles originating from the radioactive decay of target nuclei is 

 

( )
π

ϑα 4
i

speci man
Ω

= ,      (6) 

 

where aspec is the specific α-activity of the studied nuclide. Combining Eqs. (5) and (6) gives 

 

( ) ( )
nA
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i

f
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W
d
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2
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 ,    (7) 

 

where 

 

( ) ( )
( )i

if

n
n

W
ϑ
ϑ

ϑ
α

=       (8) 

 

is the relative angular distribution of fission fragments. Neither the number of target nuclei 

nor the solid angle subtended by the detector is present in Eq. (7). Thus, counting  α-particles 

from radioactive decay of target nuclei provides an “embedded” determination of the 
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effective solid angles. The procedure is insensitive to target inhomogeneity and thereby 

reduces systematic errors. The angular distribution measurement has been reduced to 

counting α-particles and fission fragments. 

 

The experimental data given in Table 2 have been processed according to Eq. (8), and the 

results are summarized in Table 3. The presented FFAD has been normalized to unity at 90° 

detection angle. The energy separation between fission fragments and other reaction products 

observed in the spectra (see Figs. 6 and 7) is sufficient to assume that all errors are purely 

statistical. 
 
Table 3. Relative angular distribution of fission fragments. The distribution has been 
normalized to unity at 90° detection angle by fitting with Eq. (11). The standard deviation, σ, 
reflects statistical errors of counts for fission fragments and α-particles. 
 

 W ±  σ 
Detection angle 

(°) 
Runs 14 – 18 Runs 34 – 37 Runs 45 – 48 Runs 51 - 52 

20 1.65±0.11 1.26±0.09 1.52±0.07 1.47±0.12 
40 1.25±0.06 1.24±0.06 1.26±0.04 1.48±0.08 
60 1.10±0.06 1.09±0.05 1.16±0.04 1.11±0.06 
80 1.02±0.05 0.98±0.05 1.01±0.04 1.03±0.06 
100 1.09±0.06 1.09±0.06 - - 
120 1.11±0.06 1.04±0.06 - - 
140 1.29±0.07 1.20±0.06 - - 
160 1.52±0.12 1.38±0.11 - - 

 

4.2 Anisotropy 
 

As previously outlined, the FFAD in the fissioning nucleus frame is affected by the angular 

momentum introduced to the nucleus, together with the average orbital momentum, see Eq. 

(4). The latter describes the anisotropy of the FFAD that also can be described by the angular 

anisotropy factor, defined as 

 

( ) 1
)90(

0 −°=
W
WB ,     (9) 

 

where W(θ) is the angular distribution in the frame of the fissioning nucleus and θ is the 

angle between the incident beam and the fragment direction. It has been shown [22, 23] that 

for high-energy neutrons the FFAD can be described by the following expression: 
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( ) θθ 2cos1 BW +∝ .    (10) 

 

Transformation of Eq. (10) to the laboratory frame (see e.g., [24]) results in the following 

expression for FFAD: 

 

( ) ( ) ( )
ϑη

ϑηϑη
ϑηϑηϑϑ

22

2
222

222

sin1

sin1cos
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−

−+




 −−+∝ BW , (11) 

where the LMT effect is characterised by the parameter 

0

||

2 p
p

=η ,   (12) 

 

where p|| denotes the average 

longitudinal component of the 

transferred linear momentum, and p0 is 

the average momentum of the fragment 

in the fissioning nucleus frame. Limited 

statistics of fission fragments in the 

present experiment do not allow us to 

determine the parameter η with 

sufficient accuracy. Therefore, this 

parameter was estimated using the value 

of p|| from systematics for LMT 

developed by Prokofiev [25], and the 

value of p0 deduced from the total 

average kinetic energy release in fission, 

predicted by the systematics of Viola et 

al. [26]. The following results were 

obtained for 20.9 MeV neutrons: 
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Figure 8. FFAD for the 238U(n,f) reaction induced by 
quasi-monoenergetic neutrons with 20.9 MeV average
peak energy. The distributions include fission events 
induced by the whole neutron energy spectrum. The 
uncertainties shown are solely statistical. 
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Eq. (11) was fitted to the data in Table 2 in order to obtain the anisotropy factors for the 

different sets of runs. The calculated anisotropy factors, shown in Fig. 8, correspond to 

fission induced by neutrons in the whole energy spectrum of the beam, from 1 to 22.4 MeV. 

To obtain the anisotropy for just the peak energy neutrons, one needs to make a correction 

based on a model calculation of the anisotropy (see Sect. 5). 

 



5 FINAL RESULTS 
 

A comparison of the four sets of 

FFAD measurements is shown in Fig. 

9. An average has been calculated 

using the weight w= 2

1
σ

, where σ is 

the standard deviation. The final 

value is B = 0.443 ± 0.052. 

 

In all cases, the confidence interval 

for the anisotropy value falls within 

the tolerance for the weighted average, 

and χ2/ν = 0.76, which ensures that the 

individual data sets are mutually 

compatible. 

 

The fit for the weighted average anisotropy together with measured values is shown in Fig. 

10 together with a 1σ confidence interval. 
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Figure 9. A comparison of anisotropy factors for neutron-
induced fission of 238U obtained in different sets of runs. 
The dashed line represents the weighted average value of 
the anisotropy factor. The dotted lines represent the 
confidence interval for the weighted average value. 
Figure 10. FFAD from the 238U(n,f) reaction induced by quasi-monoenergetic neutrons with 
peak energy of 20.9 MeV. Symbols represent measurement results obtained in week 0316. 
The curve represents a fit to the experimental data according to Eq. (11). All data are
normalized to unity at 90°. 
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To deduce the anisotropy for just the peak energy neutrons from the data above, a model 

calculation is necessary, using the neutron spectrum, the 238U(n,f) cross-section, and the 

anisotropy data for lower energies. The neutron spectrum from the 7Li(p,n) reaction is taken 

from the evaluation of Mashnik et al. [15] included in the LA150 library (see Fig. 3). The 

cross-section data (see Fig. 11) come from the ENDF-VI library [28] and from the evaluation 

of Carlsson et al. [2] for the neutron energies below and above 20 MeV, respectively. The 

fission anisotropy is calculated using the STAPRE-H code [27, 29] (see Fig. 12). 

 

Folding the quasi-monoenergetic neutron beam spectrum with the fission cross-section 

results in a distribution of fission events versus the neutron energy, as shown in Fig. 13. 

Folding that, in turn, with the energy dependence of the anisotropy gives the anisotropy 

distribution for the neutron-induced fission events, which is shown in Fig. 14. 
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Figure 11. Cross-section data for the 238U(n,f) 
reaction. The data are taken from the ENDF-VI 
library [28] for neutron energies below 20 MeV 
and from the evaluation by Carlsson et al. [2] for 
the higher energies. 

Figure 12. Anisotropy factor B for neutron-
induced fission of 238U calculated with the 
STAPRE-H code [26, 28]. 
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Figure 14. Distribution of anisotropy for 238U 
fission events, induced by a quasi-monoenergetic 
neutron beam with 20.9 MeV mean peak energy. 
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The measured anisotropy factor Btot is the sum of anisotropies for fission induced by tail and 

peak neutrons:  

 

∫ ∫

∫∫
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where B(E) is the anisotropy factor, N(E) is the number of fission events, and E1 and E2 are 

the lower and upper limit for the high-energy neutron peak, respectively. 

 

The peak anisotropy factor can now be deduced, considering that the total number of peak 

events has been normalized to unity: 

 

∫∫ −
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Using this model, and choosing the 

integration limits to include the whole 

peak, the anisotropy becomes:  

 
B (<En,peak>= 20.9 MeV) = 0.484 ± 0.090. 

 
The result has been plotted in Fig. 15 

together with other experimental data [30] 

and the STAPRE-H model calculation. 

The obtained result is in agreement with 

an earlier analysis of this experiment, 

performed by Prokofiev et al. [31], where 

the anisotropy was found to be 

B=0.69±0.19. The result of the present 

work agrees also with the data of Ryzhov 

et al. [23, 27] and with the model 

calculation [27].  
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
 

The obtained FFAD from 238U is in line with previous measurements and calculations. This 

confirms the correctness of the experiment and of the analysis technique. The accuracy of 

FFAD results can be improved by time-of-flight (TOF) analysis to sort out just the fission 

events induced by peak energy neutrons. This has been tried in the current work, but due to 

some mistake in the timing channel it has not been possible to extract any TOF information. 

 

Apart from the data lost as a result of having two uranium targets in the measuring chamber 

simultaneously, and the erroneous time signal, all data from the experiment in week 0316 

have been found possible to analyse. The obtained results should be a starting point to further 

analysis with a goal to deduce cross-section for the 238U(n,f) reaction. 
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Appendix 1. DIFFICILE telescope setup during week 0316. 
 

 
 
Tele-
scope 

t 
(mm

) 

x 
(mm

) 

l1 
(mm

) 

l2 
(mm

) 

Si1 
No. 

Si1 
thicknes
s (µm) 

Si2 
No. 

Si2 
thicknes
s (µm) 

CsI 
scintillato

r No. 
1 7.8 237.5 249.3 257.3 38-

110B 
64.9 35-

150B 
549.0 7135 

2 1.2 149.5 154.7 162.7 37-
198D 

60.5 37-
051B 

538.0 7137 

3 1.2 149.5 154.7 162.7 38-
110D 

63.9 37-
052A 

533.0 7136 

4 1.2 149.5 154.7 162.7 37-
198G 

61.7 37-
052C 

533.0 7132 

5 1.2 149.5 154.7 162.7 31-
325C 

50.4 37-
199A 

439.0 7133 

6 1.2 149.5 154.7 162.7 31-
325D 

50.1 37-
199C 

440.0 7134 

7 7.8 149.5 161.3 169.3 31-
325G 

53.4 37-
199E 

432.0 7131 

8 7.8 237.5 249.3 257.3 31-
325H 

52.9 37-
199G 

424.0 7130 

 

l2 l1 

CsI-scintillator

Si2 detector
Collimator Si1 detector Telescope 

housing 

x 

t 
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Appendix 2. The layout of the electronics. 
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Appendix 3. Recorded variables from DIFFICILE experiment in week 0316. 
 

Variable Description Electronics 
module 

trf1 Time count from master event to RF-signal TDC 

trf2 Time count from master event to ~25 ns delayed RF-signal TDC 

ievnt Event number scaler 

itime Total time, from 100 Hz pulse generator scaler 

ilife Variable itime, minus computer-busy time scaler 

idump Counts in proton beam dump scaler 

itfbc Counts in thin film breakdown counter scaler 

iicm Counts in ionisation chamber scaler 

ippac Counts in parallel plate avalanche counter scaler 

si1(8) Energy deposit in thin silicon detector, high gain, 8 telescopes ADC 

si2(8) Energy deposit in thick silicon detector, 8 telescopes ADC 

csi(8) Energy deposit in CsI detector, 8 telescopes ADC 

tdc(8) Time count from master event to Si1 delayed signal TDC 

fiss(8) Energy deposit in thin silicon detector, low gain, 8 telescopes ADC 

c1s QDC – test, not used in this work  

c2s ---------------------“-----------------  

c7s ---------------------“-----------------  

c8s ---------------------“-----------------  

c1l ---------------------“-----------------  

c2l ---------------------“-----------------  

c7l ---------------------“-----------------  

c8l ---------------------“-----------------  
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Appendix 4. Run parameters week 16, 2003 
 

Out-of-beam targets and 
positions R 

U 
N 

Date 
begin:  Start Stop Target 

Target 
angle 

(°) Usu Us Ds Dsu 

Table 
angle  

(°) 

B 
e 
a 
m 

Pro-
cess

-
able 

01 030414 09:21 09:58 252Cf calibration run 45      off  
02 030414 09:59 10:58 252Cf calibration run 45      off  
03 030414 11:00 11:02 252Cf calibration run 45      off  
04 030414 12:00 12:01 α-cal. 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   180 off  
05 030414 12:10 12:27 α-cal. 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   180 off  
06 030414 12:30 12:45 α-cal. 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   180 off  
07 030414 13:05 14:12 α-cal. 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   180 off  
08 030414 14:24 14:58 α-cal. 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   180 off  
09 030414 14:59 15:08 α-cal. 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   180 off  
10 030414 18:30 20:21 adjustments, CH2 45  C 5 3 180 on - 
11 030414 20:24 20:38 CH2, 9 & 10 45  C 5 3 0 on  
12 030414 20:42 22:27 CH2, 9 & 10 45  C 5 3 0 on  
13 030414    238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   0 off - 
14 030414 22:39 00:42 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   0 on + 
15 030415 00:45 02:57 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   0 on + 
16 030415 02:59 04:55 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   0 on + 
17 030415 04:56 06:57 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   0 on + 
18 030415 06:58 08:58 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   0 on + 
19 030415 09:10 10:50 empty target 45     0 on  
20 030415 10:59 12:33 C 45   CH2 5 0 on  
21 030415 12:36 13:11 C 45   CH2 5 0 on  
22 030415 13:12 14:12 CH2, 9 & 10 45  C 5 3 0 on  
23 030415 14:27 14:49 CH2, 9 & 10 45  C 5 3 0 on  
24 030415 14:50 16:49 CH2, 9 & 10 45  C 5 3 0 on  
25 030415 16:50 17:42 CH2, 9 & 10 45  C 5 3 0 on  
26 030415 17:48 19:14 empty target 45     0 on  
27 030415 19:22 19:32 CH2, 9 & 10 45  C 5 3 180 on  
28 030415 19:37 20:47 CH2, 9 & 10 45  C 5 3 180 on  
29 030415 21:09 21:12 CH2, 9 & 10 45  C 5 3 180 on  
30 030415 21:30 22:22 C 45   CH2 5 180 on  
31 030415 22:28 23:46 empty target 45     180 on  
32 030415 23:55 00:53 C 45   CH2 5 180 on  
33 030416 01:22 01:43 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   180 off  
34 030416 01:45 03:45 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   180 on + 
35 030416 03:46 05:55 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   180 on + 
36 030416 05:57 07:25 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   180 on + 
37 030416 07:28 11:00 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45 C CH2   180 on + 
38 030416 11:10 12:35 empty target 45 C CH2 5 3 180 on  
39 030416 12:40 15:00 CH2, 9 & 10 45  C 5 3 180 on  
40 030416 15:53 15:55 transparent U 45 3 Al   180 off  
41 030416 16:00 17:15 transparent U 45 3 Al   180 on  
42 030416 17:25 18:50 Al ring 45  3 U  180 on  
43 030416 19:00 21:10 transparent U 45 3 Al   180 on  
44 030416 21:38 22:53 Al ring 45  3 U  180 on  
45 030416 23:00 01:23 transparent U 45 3 Al   180 on  
46 030417 01:33 04:00 transparent U 45 3 Al   180 on  
47 030417 04:03 06:00 transparent U 45 3 Al   180 on  
48 030417 06:02 09:17 transparent U 45 3 Al   180 on  
49 030417 09:28 10:20 transparent U 45 3 Al   0 on  
50 030417 10:47 12:14 transparent U 45 3 Al   0 on  
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Out-of-beam targets and 
positions R 

U 
N 

Date 
begin:  Start Stop Target 

Target 
angle 

(°) Usu Us Ds Dsu 

Table 
angle  

(°) 

B 
e 
a 
m 

Pro-
cess

-
able 

51 030417 12:15 14:15 transparent U 45 3 Al   0 on  
52 030417 14:14 17:15 transparent U 45 3 Al   0 on  
53 030417 17:23 19:00 Al ring 45  3 U  0 on  
54 030417 19:25 19:30 transparent U 90 3 Al   0 on  
55 030417 19:47 21:58 transparent U 90 3 Al   180 on  
56 030418 14:43 15:02 transparent U 90 3 Al   180 on  
57 030418   transparent U 90  Al   180 off - 
58 030418 15:53 16:05 transparent U 90  Al   180 off  
59 030418   test run 45     180 off  
60 030418 16:52 18:43 α-cal., transparent U 45  Al   180 off  
61 030418 18:46 20:51 α-cal., transparent U 45  Al   180 off  
62 030418 21:15 16:06 α-cal., transparent U 45  Al   0 off  
63 030419 17:03 08:59 α-cal., 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45   Al  0 off  
64 030420 09:22 11:50 α-cal., 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45   Al  180 off  
65 030420 11:53 13:39 α-cal., 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45   Al  180 off  
66 030420 13:42 19:15 α-cal., 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45   Al  180 off  
67 030420 19:29 23:39 α-cal., 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45   Al  180 off  
68 030420 23:42 ~ 24 α-cal., 238U, 5-us / 3-ds 45   Al  180 off  
69 030421    45     180 off - 
70 030421 12:55 16:12 empty target 45     180 off  
71 030421 16:20 16:45 241Am 45     180 off  

 
 
Target positions:  
 

 

Neutrons 

Upstream upper upper (usuu) 
Upstream upper (usu) 
Upstream (us) 

Downstream upper upper (dsuu) 
Downstream upper (dsu) 
Downstream (ds) 

TARGET 
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